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Abstract

Experimental observations are reported of weakening of sediment-like aggregates by addition of hard particles. Sieved

mixtures of calcite and halite grains are experimentally compacted in drained pressure cells in the presence of a saturated

aqueous solution. The individual halite grains deform easily by pressure solution creep whereas calcite grains act as hard objects

and resist compaction. The fastest rate of compaction of the mixed aggregate is not obtained for a 100% halite aggregate but for

a content of halite grains between 45% and 75%. We propose that this unusual compaction behavior reflects the competition

between two mechanisms at the grain scale: intergranular pressure solution at grain contacts and grain boundary healing

between halite grains that prevent further compaction.
D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction deformed. With time, the sediment tends to compact
During burial, sediments may undergo a transfor-

mation from a loose aggregate into a solid porous rock

with a finite strength. This is perhaps the most striking

example of what is called strain hardening, the fact

that the strength of a solid increases as this solid is
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into a hard rock by purely mechanical effects such as

grain sliding and by dissolution–precipitation pro-

cesses responsible for grain indentation and cementa-

tion. All these mechanisms reduce the pore volume.

Pressure solution is a mechanism whereby the

concentration of normal stress at grain contacts causes

local dissolution of the material, transport of the

solutes out of the contact site and precipitation of

the material on the less stressed faces of the grains

(Weyl, 1959; Rutter, 1976). The rate of rock defor-

mation by pressure solution is controlled by the

slowest of the three above-mentioned elementary
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stages. Estimated pressure solution deformation rates

may vary by many orders of magnitude (den Brok,

1998) because the fundamental processes are not yet

clearly understood.

Deformation of polymineralic aggregates by pres-

sure solution has not been investigated at any great

length. One theoretical model of pressure solution

creep of polymineralic rocks (Wheeler, 1992) dis-

cusses the physico-chemical interactions of minerals

in polymineralic aggregates during deformation by

pressure solution. First, if different minerals share the

same chemical components (e.g., most rock forming

minerals contain silica), growth or dissolution of one

phase will affect that of the other through the shared

components. Second, the different components may

affect each other’s diffusion rates.

There is another factor that is important for

deformation behavior of polymineralic aggregates

during pressure solution. If two grains on both sides

of a grain contact have the same mineralogy and

similar crystallographic orientations, this contact can

heal and further dissolution will not be possible

(Hickman and Evans, 1991). Alternatively, for the

edge contact of cleaved prismatic halite single crys-

tals and the (100) face of halite single crystals,

Schutjens and Spiers (1998) did not observe any

healing. Hickman and Evans (1991) assumed, based

on experimental studies and theoretical considera-

tions, that the healing process is favored by several

parameters: low normal stress, low density of surface

defects, and large curvature radius of the grains.

Hickman and Evans (1995) have performed sev-

eral experiments where a halite lens was pressed

against a fused silica flat plate coated with 0.8 Am
thick film of Na-montmorillonite in brine. This clay

film produced an approximately fivefold increase in

convergence rates over those observed in a halite/

silica experiment conducted without clay at the same

load and temperature. It was proposed that the reason

of this rate increase is the ability of montmorillonite

to maintain a high volume percentage of adsorbed

(structured) water or interparticle bulk water between

grains even under load. Because of this effect clays

enhance the rate of solute diffusion in the experi-

ment. It was also shown that that adding a small

quantity of clay particles to a wet halite aggregate

enhanced the rate of compaction by up to 50%

(Renard et al., 2001). The increased compaction rate
was argued to be due to enhanced diffusion or

inhibition of grain boundary healing. This enhance-

ment of pressure solution by other minerals has also

been reported for the quartz–mica system (Rutter

and Wanten, 2000). However, to our knowledge, no

systematic studies varying the proportions of miner-

als have been performed until now.

As for experimental results presented below, it

may be proposed that if two neighboring grains

have a different mineralogy, this prevents healing

and the bulk rate of aggregate deformation should

be enhanced. To test this assumption we have

carried out a series of compaction experiments with

aggregates containing halite and calcite grains in

different proportions.
2. Experimental methods

2.1. Oedometric press

Powders of polymineralic composition (calcite

and halite) were experimentally deformed using a

specially designed drained oedometric press (Fig. 1).

Six of such presses could be run simultaneously on

a bench in a thermostated Plexiglas box. The

compaction of the samples was measured by mon-

itoring a micro-scale glued on the piston with the

10-power objective of a microscope. As the move-

ment of the scale recorded the displacement due to

compaction, the vertical deformation was directly

measured with a resolution of the displacement of 5

Am. A steel spring loaded the piston. The maximum

value of the load was about 6.5 kg, which corre-

sponds to a vertical stress of 2.3 MPa. This value

was used in all our experiments. During the exper-

iment, the load varied by less than 10% because of

spring uncoil.

2.2. Preparation of the mixed aggregates

Each sample is a mixture of halite and calcite

grains. Halite crystals (pure NaCl from Rectapur)

were ground dry using a mill, fractioned by various

sieves, and then rinced with a saturated solution of

water. The same method was applied for calcite. A

sample of clean Carrara marble was used as initial

material. Fractions 80–100 Am of halite and calcite



Table 1

Experimental conditions for the fourty-nine experiments of

compaction of halite–calcite aggregates

Halite (wt.%) Halite grains (%) Number of

experiments

0 0 1

2.3 2.0 1

4.8 4.1 2

10 8.6 2

20 17.6 3

30 26.7 3

40 36.2 3

50 46.0 4

60 56.1 5

70 66.5 5 + 2*

80 77.3 3

87.5 85.6 3

94 93.0 2

100 100 3 + 5*+ 1

dry + 1 paraffine

Experiments labeled with an asterisk correspond to measurements

performed to check the reproducibility.

scale

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the experimental set-up. The samples

of halite and calcite powder were compacted in a transparent

Plexiglas cell (internal diameter 6 mm). The vertical stress was

imposed by a screw and transmitted through a spring. The reading

was taken through the microscope by following the vertical

displacement of the piston on which a micrometer scale was glued.

The measurements were performed for 5 days. Six of such cells

were built and mounted in front of six microscopes. All the

microscopes and cells stood in a thermostatically controlled

Plexiglas box.
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were mixed in required mass ratios. The powders

were mixed with a spoon for five minutes and again

for two minutes just before every experiment to obtain

the best possible homogeneity.

In order to correctly calculate the number fraction

of grains from the weight fractions, 300 grains from a

50 wt.% fraction mixture were counted using a

microscope. Several drops of water were then added.

After dissolution of all of the halite, 162 calcite

grains remained. Thus this mixed aggregate contained

54% of calcite grains. Knowing that the density of

calcite is higher than that of halite, this result seems

to be incorrect. However, it can be explained easily if
one supposes that the average diameter of halite

grains in the fraction 80–100 Am is slightly greater

than that of calcite ones in the same fraction. Sys-

tematic measurements of the grain size were per-

formed after the experiments and confirmed such a

difference in the initial halite and calcite grain size

distributions. Using the obtained value of calcite

grain content, the weight percentages were converted

into grain percentages for all mixtures used in our

experiments (see Table 1).

2.3. Compaction creep experiments

The mixture of powders was soaked with an

aqueous solution saturated with respect to halite

and calcite. Then it was placed under vacuum for

2 min to remove bubbles of air. The evaporation of

water during this de-aeration step is assumed to be

negligible. The column was prepared as follows: 2

mm of wet powder were placed in the bottom of the

tube, and then this powder was compacted applying

a load of 0.7 MPa. These operations were repeated

several times to obtain the desired aggregate height.

The initial height of the column, x0, was measured

with a mechanical micrometer. In all the experi-

ments, columns 9–14 mm in height and 6 mm in

diameter were used. A drop of liquid paraffin was
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placed at the top of the column to prevent evapora-

tion of the solution. The cell was assembled and

heated to 33 jC inside a temperature-controlled box

for 1 day. To start the experiment, the bolt at the top

of the cell was screwed-in to achieve the desired

loading stress of 2.3 MPa (Fig. 1). The moment at

which this operation was completed was taken to be

the start time. The cells were then placed in the

thermostated box. The duration of each experiment

was about five days. Deformation up to 27% was

observed. The significant inelastic deformation dur-

ing the initial 3 min of the experiment, presumably

due to grain sliding and plastic deformation, was not

taken into account.
Fig. 2. Result of drained compaction experiments. Compaction

curves q(t)=(x0� x(t))/x0 for different samples show that the total

amount of compaction after 7000 min (roughly 5 days) depends on

the relative proportion of halite and calcite grains. The highest finite

compaction does not occur for a proportion of 100% halite grains.
3. Experimental results

Fourty-nine experiments have been carried out

covering a range of calcite and halite mixtures from

0 to 100 wt.% in 5–10% intervals (see Table 1).

The experiments on mixed aggregates of fraction-

ated powders of halite and calcite were performed

in a saturated solution of halite and calcite at 33 jC
under an initial calculated vertical stress of 2.3

MPa. They were run for 5 days.

3.1. Effect of the mineral fraction on the compaction

The result of the experiments is a set of com-

paction curves. The vertical shortening is expressed

as a percentage of the initial height of the column

of powder. If x0 is the initial height of the sample,

q(t)=(x0� x(t))/x0 corresponds to the vertical defor-

mation at time t. Eight of these curves are presented

in Fig. 2 where the effect of the proportion of halite

grains on the overall compaction is clearly shown.

Using all compaction curves, a curve was con-

structed representing the effect of the mineralogical

composition on the amount of vertical shortening of

the sample during the period from 100 to 7000 min

of compaction (Fig. 3a). It shows that the maximum

compaction occurred for a proportion of halite

grains between 45% and 75% (compaction of

around 21%) whereas an aggregate of 100% halite

grains was compacted only up to 17%. As a

consequence, the compaction is 24% higher for a

proportion of halite grains between 45% and 75%
than for a pure halite aggregate. The value of error

bars in all our graphs is

d ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

N

XN
i¼1

ðei � eaverageÞ2
vuut ð2Þ

where N is the number of experiments for a fixed

halite–calcite proportion, qi is the deformation value

obtained for the experiment i, and qaverage corresponds
to the average deformation in the N experiments. The

errors in the inital proportions of halite and calcite are

negligible.

3.2. Compaction homogeneity throughout the height

of the column

For purely elastic aggregates in a cylinder the

vertical force across a plane changes with height

(Janssen, 1895). However, Renard et al. (2001)

showed by imaging that q(t) is homogeneous

throughout the column. To further check this, five

experiments with pure halite and seven experiments

with 70 wt.% halite content powders were per-

formed with different initial heights of the column

(Fig. 4). The low spreading between the curves are

assumed to be due to experimental errors and to the

initial arrangement of the grains, which varies



Fig. 3. Compaction (%) during the 100–7000 min deformation

period and compaction rate (s� 1) after 7000 min of compaction. (a)

Effect of the mineralogical composition on the amount of vertical

shortening of the aggregate in the interval 100–7000 min. The

smallest amount of compaction is obtained for pure calcite. When

halite is introduced in the aggregate, the amount of compaction

increases as well, up to the content of halite grains of about 45%.

Then compaction remains practically unchanged in the range 45–

75%. For higher halite contents, the amount of compaction

decreases. (b) Compaction rates at 7000 min. Here again, there is

a range of halite grains contents for which the deformation rate is

the greatest.

Fig. 4. (a) Reproducibility for five experiments with pure halite

aggregates under the same experimental conditions. The initial

heights of each sample are 27 mm (circles), 26 mm (asterisk), 25.5

mm (diamonds), 14 mm (squares), 13 mm (triangles). The powders

spent one day (squares and triangles) and four days (circles,

asterisks and diamonds) in a saturated solution of halite before

starting experiment. (b) Reproducibility of seven experiments with

70% of halite content aggregates under the same experimental

conditions. The initial heights of the samples are 19 mm (triangles),

12 mm (circles), 10.5 mm (diamonds).
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randomly between each experiment. The initial

height of the sample has no effect on the degree

of compaction, thus indicating that the variations of

the friction on the side of the cells between each

experiment are negligible. Therefore it may be

concluded, that for 80–100 Am powder with a



Fig. 6. Effect of the mineralogical composition on the amount of

vertical shortening on the aggregate in the range 100–300

(squares), 300–3000 (diamonds), and 3000–7000 (circles) min.

The three curves are normalized to the average maximum

deformation of the tested samples at the given elapsed time and

they show the same trend, within experimental errors. The mixtures

with halite contents between 0 to about 40% do not exhibit this

behavior. The rate of deformation goes down during progressive

deformation for halite proportions ranging between 10% and 40%

(squares, through diamonds, to circles).
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column height less than about 30 mm, the sample

bears the same load over its entire height and

compacts homogeneously.

3.3. Verification of the dominant mechanism of

compaction

To be certain that plastic deformation and grain

sliding were not the dominant deformation mecha-

nisms during wet compaction, one dry experiment

and one experiment with liquid paraffin were per-

formed under normal experimental conditions with a

100% halite aggregate. In both cases, the compaction

was less than 0.5% (Fig. 5).

To see whether the mechanism of powder deforma-

tion was the same throughout the experiments three

curves similar to the curves of Fig. 3a were plotted for

deformation intervals [100–300], [300–3000] and

[3000–7000] min (Fig. 6). The only difference with

the curves of Fig. 3a is that here deformation is

normalized to the maximum deformation (equal to 1)

for each curve. Fig. 6 shows that the shape of the strain

vs. halite content curves is the same within the limits of

experimental error on the interval 40%–100% of halite

content. It means that the ratio between deformation

rates for any two mixtures of different halite content
Fig. 5. Compaction curves for dry halite aggregate (circles) and

halite aggregate filled with liquid paraffin (asterisk). For these

conditions, the compaction remains very low (less than 0.5%) even

after several days, to be compared with more than 15% with wet

100% halite aggregates.
higher than 40% remained constant throughout the

experiment from about 100 min onwards. This obser-

vation can be considered as an indirect evidence that

the deformation mechanism on these intervals

remained unchanged during the experiments.

For the mixtures with halite content from 0% to

about 40%, the deformation mechanism seemed to be

different (Fig. 6). The curves of normalized deforma-

tion and their error bars do not overlap for the three

different time intervals [100–300], [300–3000], and

[3000–7000] minutes. It shows that the normalized

compaction rate for low halite content mixtures

evolved differently with time from those with high

halite content. We propose that, in this case, calcite

grains formed a hard continuous network that was

resistant to deformation by pressure solution. Only

some halite inclusions were subjected to the deforma-

tion. But as the halite grains deformed, local rearrange-

ment of calcite grains occurred from time to time. In

other words, there were small local collapses of the

network of calcite grains. Fig. 6 shows that, as the

experiment proceeded (from the squares, through dia-

monds and to circles on Fig. 6), there was a reduction in
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average deformation at the given elapsed time in the 0–

40% halite content range. It would appear that, as the

experiment proceeded, an increasing number of halite

grains became deformed so that only the continuous

network of calcite grains supported the load. Because

of this effect, the stress on the halite grains diminished

with time and consequently, the load and the rate of

deformation went down.

3.4. Effect of the initial composition on the compac-

tion rate

For each compaction curve (Fig. 2) the rate of

compaction was calculated at 7000 min. On the basis

of these data, a curve showing the effect of the

mineralogical composition on the rate of deformation

was constructed (Fig. 3b). The shape of this curve is

identical to that of all the curves that showed the effect

of the mineralogical composition on the amount of

finite deformation (Figs. 3a and 5) within the limits of

experimental errors.

3.5. Effect of initial defects on crystal surfaces

The powders were prepared by grinding. As a result

the concentration of defects on grain surfaces were

probably enhanced. If these grains are placed in a

saturated solution of halite, some recrystallisation can

take place and the defects may progressively disappear.

It may be possible that the initially present defects

enhanced the rate of deformation of crystals by pres-

sure solution. To verify this possibility, experiments

were performed with powders that had spent between 1

and 4 days in a saturated solution (Fig. 4a). The

compaction rate with these different initial powders

was the same in all these experiments. This indicates

that any initial defects content did not affect the

compaction curve.

3.6. Porosity estimations

The porosities of initial dry aggregates with 70 and

100 wt.% of halite have been measured. For this

purpose some quantities of the powder mixtures were

placed in burettes, whichwere then knocked by a pencil

for several minutes to obtain the least possible porosity

of the powders. Masses and volumes of powders were

measured and porosities were calculated from these
data, using calcite and halite density values. Both for 70

and 100 wt.% halite mixtures, the value of porosities

47F 1% was obtained. This value is high as pointy

grains with edges hooked into each other. The first

effect of pressure solution is to dissolve such contacts.

From these data, it may be concluded that the mineral

composition of the aggregates has no significant influ-

ence on its starting porosity. As it will be shown later,

even after the experiments, no significant grain crush-

ing could be observed in the wet aggregates. Therefore,

it was inferred that the previous conclusion could be

extended to the case of precompacted wet aggregates

that we used in these experiments.

3.7. Microstructure observations

After completing the experiment, each aggregate

was removed from its cell. If the content of halite in the

initial mixture was less than about 30%, the sample

after deformation was still a loose aggregate that fell

apart when taking out of the container. If the content

was greater, the sample had acquired cohesive strength

and could be manipulated.

The aggregates with 0, 70 and 100 wt.% halite

content were imaged by SEM after the experiments.

For this purpose, an attempt was made to flush the

samples with hexane under vacuum, but they were

found to be impermeable except the first one. The solid

aggregates (70 wt.% and 100% of halite) were then

broken in two parts in such a manner that the direction

of vertical stress lies in the cutting plane.

Several SEM images of these three aggregates and

of the initial halite and calcite powders are presented

in Fig. 7. In particular, Fig. 7g and h show evidences

of pressure solution, such as increase of the surface

area of intergranular contact (Fig. 7g) and grain

indentation (Fig. 7h).

In each image, the average size of halite and calcite

grains before and after deformation was estimated. For

each grain, the maximum dimension and its orthogonal

maximum dimension were measured and the average

of these two values was considered as the mean grain

size. The 100% calcite aggregate showed the same

average grain size of 103 Am before and after defor-

mation. Hence, it follows that there was no calcite grain

crushing during the experiments. Unfortunately, it was

not possible to measure the size of calcite grains after

compaction of 70 wt.% halite aggregate because the
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calcite grains were half-buried into the deformed halite

grains making it impossible to measure their real

dimensions without destroying the sample.

The initial halite powder showed an average grain

size of 106 Am and the average grain size of halite

after compaction of 100% halite aggregate is 85 Am.

The small cubes that one can see on the photos of the

compacted aggregates correspond to halite crystals

formed by evaporation of the saturated halite solution

after the experiment. These cubes should not be taken

into account. Therefore, the resulting diminution of

average halite grain size was 20%. This value accords
Fig. 7. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) pictures of the samples befo

percent halite powder after compaction. (c) Initial calcite powder. (d) One h

did not deform significantly, they look like very similar to the initial pow

halite grains (H) appear in lighter gray than the calcite grains (C). (g–h) Ex

and 70 wt.% (h) halite samples.
well with the experimental value obtained for 100%

halite aggregates deformation after 7000 min, that is

17%. Thus, we can conclude that there was no halite

grain crushing during the experiment.
4. Discussion and modelling

4.1. Contact healing

The driving force for pressure solution is related to

stress variations along the grain surface (Paterson,
re and after deformation. (a) Initial halite powder. (b) One hundred

undred percent calcite powder after the experiment. As calcite grains

der. (e– f) 70% halite + 30% calcite aggregate after compaction; the

amples of pressure solution patterns at grain contacts in 100 wt.% (g)



Fig. 7 (continued).
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1973). Pressure solution occurs in response to a non-

zero effective stress, i.e., the normal stress component

rn across a grain contact is greater than the stress on the
grain due to the normal (hydrostatic) stress in the

adjacent pore. Thus, the chemical potential of a mineral

can be seen to vary along the surface of a grain, driving

the diffusive flux of solutes from the contact area to the

free pore surface. This stress-driven process can lead to

grain deformation and indentation. However, when the

two grains on both sides of the contact have the same

mineralogy and the same crystallographic orientation,

the grain boundary can disappear as the two opposing

surfaces match perfectly, this is the healing process.
This has been observed when two lenses of halite are

put in contact under stress (Hickman and Evans, 1991).

Contact healing reduces the rate of grain indentation

and therefore the overall rate of deformation of the

whole aggregate. However, it should be noted that

halite has a cubic crystal structure. This type of struc-

ture is beneficial for intergranular healing. For more

complex crystals than halite, the probability of good

crystallographic matching between two grains in con-

tact is smaller.

The main result of the experiments (Fig. 3) is that

the rate of compaction is not linearly proportional to

the amount of halite grains in the aggregate. Adding



Fig. 8. Simulation of the compaction experiment by discrete

elements: grains are added on a vertical column so that the total

number of grains is comparable to that in the experiments (around

200). The position of each grain (halite or calcite) is chosen

randomly such that the relative proportion of each mineral is fixed

(here 33% calcite). The result is a vertical pile of grains with an

initially fixed proportion of halite and calcite. The deformation rate

is defined for each grain contact: halite–calcite contacts deform

with a velocity 1, calcite–calcite contacts do not deform and

halite–halite contacts deform with a velocity vc, which is the only

unknown parameter of the simulation. Minimization between the

experimental data and the simulated results for different values of vc
between 0 and 1 enables the best value for vc to be calculated.
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hard particles in the aggregate decreases its resistance

to compaction and weakens it. This effect is the

consequence of the competition between a deforma-

tion-enhancing process and a strain-recovering process

at the grain contact scale. Intergranular pressure solu-

tion can explain grain indentation of halite crystals and

the overall compaction measured in the experiment.

However, as the halite content increases, more and

more halite–halite grain contacts can heal. In such

healed or partially healed contacts, pressure solution

becomes less efficient. We propose that this compac-

tion-inhibiting mechanism provides an explanation for

the reduction in compaction rate for halite concentra-

tions greater than 70%.

4.2. Numerical simulation

We propose that the bell-shape of the experi-

mental compaction curves (Fig. 3) can be explained

by estimating a single parameter: the ratio between

the deformation rates at the halite–halite and ha-

lite–calcite contacts. To simulate the compaction, a

discrete model was used (Fig. 8). For an initially

fixed proportion of halite and calcite grains, a

vertical column of grains was built containing

roughly the same number of grains as along a

vertical line in the experiments (around 200 grains).

The grains were randomly located in the column.

Pressure solution creep was considered to occur at

the grain contacts and two contact velocities and an

unknown velocity vc were fixed:

(1) halite–calcite contacts: normalized deformation

rate = 1. This is chosen to be a reference rate.

(2) calcite–calcite contacts: deformation rate = 0. This

rate is very slow at the time scale of the

experiment; however it would not be equal to

zero over geological time scales.

(3) halite–halite contacts: unknown deformation

rate = vc.

In the column with an initially fixed proportion

of halite and calcite, the number of contacts of the

different kind was counted and it was therefore

possible to calculate the vertical deformation over

the whole column. As the grains were randomly

placed in the column, the deformation rate varied

slightly between the different simulations and it was
thus possible to calculate the error on the deforma-

tion rate (similar to the experimental variations due

to the initial arrangement of the grains).

A least squared method allowed estimating the

unknown parameter vc by minimizing the difference

between the numerical results and the experimental

data. For this purpose, the experimental curve repre-
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senting the vertical compaction versus the mineral

composition of the column for the 100–7000 min

interval was used (Fig. 3a). This curve was normalized

so that the maximum deformation was equal to 1. As a

result of our simulations, for every vc value between 0

and 1, a vertical compaction rate of the column as a

function of its mineral composition was obtained (like

the curve in Fig. 3b). In this model, the non linear

shape of the strain vs. time curve (Fig. 2) was assumed

to be the same for all halite contents, the only differ-

ence being the kinetic parameter vc. This is discussed

below. The resulting simulations represented the com-

paction of the column versus the mineral composition

for a certain unknown compaction time. For different

periods of time the form of each of these curves would

be the same for every constant value of vc. Conse-

quently, these curves could be normalized to the

maximum deformation. Then each of these curves

was superimposed on the normalized experimental

curve. A value vc = 0.49F 0.01 corresponded to the

best square-least fit of the experimental data (Fig. 9).

For a fixed proportion of calcite and halite grains,

up to five experiments were performed (see Table 1),

and this allowed an experimental error to be calcu-
Fig. 9. Experimental data (diamonds) for the interval 100–7000 min

and numerical results (circles) showing that vc = 0.49F 0.01

represents the best fit of the experimental data. For each calcite–

halite proportion, three to five experiments were performed and

three to five numerical simulations were made with a different initial

random arrangement for the calcite and halite grains. Both

experimental (dashed curve) and numerical (dotted curve) errors

are comparable. The horizontal and vertical dashed lines give the

position of the maximum deformation rate.
lated (dotted curve on Fig. 9). Similarly, up to five

numerical simulations for the same proportion of

calcite and halite grains were used to estimate the

numerical error due to the initial (random) arrange-

ment of the grains. The experimental and numerical

errors were less than 10% of the total deformation,

as shown on Fig. 9.

4.3. Effect of the nonlinearity of the compaction

curves

It can be seen on the experimental data (Fig. 2),

that the compaction rate of mineral aggregates

deforming by pressure solution creep continuously

decreases with time and is not linear in time. Let us

consider that the deformation rate of each type of

intergranular contacts can be defined by a nonlinear

function as follows:

(1) halite–calcite contacts: normalized deformation

rate = 1*fhc(t);

(2) calcite–calcite contacts: deformation rate = 0;

(3) halite–halite contacts: unknown deformation

rate = vc*fhh(t).

The only difference between these definitions and

those presented previously is the presence of the

functions fhc(t) and fhh(t), which represent the time-

dependence of the compaction rate. The question is

to know if the nonlinear shape of this function is the

same for all halite contents between 40% and 100%.

For this, we compare the experimental data of Fig.

3a at different time intervals. This is seen on the

experimental curve of Fig. 6 where are presented the

experimental data for three different deformation

intervals: [100–300], [300–3000] and [3000–7000]

min. The shape of the curves are similar within the

limits of 40–100% of halite content (there is an

additional factor that plays a significant role for the

mixtures with halite content from 0% to about 40%,

see Section 3.2). This indicates that the bell-shaped

form of the curve in Fig. 3a is time-independent. For

a fixed mineral percentage, the ratio between the

rates of deformation of two types of contacts is

therefore constant during the experiment; conse-

quently fhc(t)= fhh(t).

The purpose of the model is to obtain a bell-

shaped curve (compaction rate normalized to the
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maximum compaction rate versus proportion of ha-

lite grains) and to compare it with the experimental

one (Fig. 9). As fhc(t)= fhh(t), the ratio between the

rates of deformation of two types of contacts remains

constant during the experiment. This indicates that

for every fixed duration of experiment the ratio

between the values of deformation obtained for

different columns only depends on the mineral

percentage in these columns. Hence, the form of

the simulation curve on Fig. 9 obtained does not

depend on the elapsed time for a constant vc.

4.4. Analytical solution

Another way of estimating the effect of halite

proportion on compaction rate is to solve the prob-

lem analytically by defining a probability for each

type of grain–grain contact. If Ph is the proportion

of halite grains and Pc = 1�Ph the proportion of

calcite grains, then the following expression can be

defined, Phh =Ph*Ph, which is the probability of a

halite–halite contact in the column of aggregate.

Similarly, Pcc =Pc
2=(1�Ph)

2 is the probability of a

calcite–calcite contact and Phc = 2PhPc = 2Ph(1�Ph)

is the probability of a halite–calcite contact. With

these definitions, it is easy to check that Phh +Phc+

Pcc = 1. The deformation rate of the aggregate is the

sum of the deformations at each contact q = vc*Phh+

1*Phc + 0*Pcc, where vc is the deformation rate at a

halite–halite contact. The parameters 1 and 0 stand,

respectively, for the deformation rates at a halite–

calcite contact (rate normalized to 1) and at a

calcite–calcite contact (rate equal to zero on the

time scale of the experiment). Using the previous

definitions of the probabilities, the following expres-

sion is obtained q=(vc� 2)Ph
2 + 2Ph. This deforma-

tion rate is at a maximum when (yq)/(yPh) = 0. This

happens when Ph= 1/(2� vc). For the experiments,

a value vc = 0.49 was found and this gives the

maximum deformation for a proportion of halite

Ph = 66%. This analytical result is in agreement with

experimental data: the maximum compaction actu-

ally occurs for a proportion of halite grains around

this value. From this analytical analysis, a relation-

ship has been obtained between the deformation rate

at halite–calcite contacts and the proportion of

halite for which the rate of compaction of the

aggregate is maximum.
4.5. Effect of calcite grain acute angles

The geometry and the hardness of the solids at the

contacts may have an influence on the rate of poly-

mineralic aggregates deformation. On one hand, the

contact areas between two halite grains increased

with time as compaction progressed. This fact implies

that the normal stress decreased with time on such

grain contacts. On the other hand, for halite–calcite

contacts, the calcite grains did not dissolve and acted

as hard indenter with acute angles. In this case, the

reduction in normal stress at the contact would not be

as large as for halite–halite contacts. Hence, the rate

of compaction should not decrease.

To discuss this interpretation, it will be recalled

that it has been demonstrated that fhc(t)= fhh(t), i.e. the

function that describes the slowing down of compac-

tion rate with time, is the same for halite–halite and

halite–calcite contacts (see Section 4.3). On the other

hand, the assumption of a significant influence of

calcite acute angles on the rate of deformation implies

an important difference in the geometrical evolution

with time of the two types of contacts. As a conse-

quence, f(t) should be different for these two different

contacts. That is not the case. Consequently, possible

difference in geometry between halite–halite and

halite–calcite contacts should not have a significant

influence on the rate of contact deformation in the

experiments.
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5. Conclusions

This article reports on the result of a series of

compaction experiments on aggregates containing

calcite and halite mixed together in various propor-

tions. In the sample, halite acts as a soft material that

deforms easily, whereas calcite grains correspond to

hard objects that do not deform during the time scale

of the experiment. It is shown that the rate of

deformation depends to a considerable extent on the

relative proportion of these minerals and that increas-

ing the proportion of ‘‘hard’’ particles decreases the

strength of the aggregate. In particular, the fastest

compaction rate does not occur with a sample con-

taining 100% halite. The compaction rate is found to

be up to 24% faster for a proportion of halite grains

between 45% and 75% than for a pure halite system.
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This indicates competition between two mechanisms

at granular scale: on one hand, stress enhanced

dissolution at grain contact; on the other hand, some

halite–halite contacts tend to heal and to inhibit

further pressure solution creep. The calcite grains

enhance pressure solution creep because they prevent

contact healing between halite grains. This effect can

be included in a simple model and quantified by a

single parameter vc, extracted from the experiments,

which describes the effectiveness of pressure solution

at the various grain contacts.

Natural rocks are rarely monomineralic and contain

various proportions of minerals. The experimental

results described here indicate that the deformation

rate of rocks in the presence of reactive fluids depends

to a large extent on the relative amount of each

mineral. When controlled by pressure solution, com-

paction of monomineralic rocks can be slower than

that of polymineralic rocks as healing of grain–grain

contacts can occur. This result has major applications

for the rheology of rocks in the earth’s upper crust

where mineralogical composition changes with pro-

gressive deformation. For example, it is known that

pressure solution can play an important role in gouge

deformation (Kanagawa et al., 2000). The present

study indicates that a polymineralic gouge can deform

more easily than a monomineralic one, with the same

grain size structure. Moreover, starting from rocks

with both soluble and insoluble minerals, the areas

initially formed by deposition only (with 100% of

soluble mineral) seem to deform not so easily as the

areas with mixed composition. This is commonly

observed in natural deformation.
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